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ABSTRACT: This work is concerned with the recognition of a distance source of random vibration in an elastic 

media. The received signal is recorded at a number of receiver locations and processed to determine source parameters 

such as bearing location, track…etc. The source and receivers are all situated in one plane. To determine source 

bearing, cross-correlation in the domain is used together with quadrature minimization techniques in order to estimate 

the time delay between adjacent receivers. To determinate location and track, Newton-Raphson method is used to 

solve the trigonometric relations for the geometry concerned. Results show that over a wide range of the power 

spectrum, source bearing and location can be estimated to a good degree of accuracy. Different receiver arrangements 

were tried while aiming at finding the suitable combination. Study included three receivers in line (straight triad) or 

not on one line (convex and concave triads). Prediction errors are the order 0.1% range up to + 60o from the forward 

and 1% for source location in the range 0-10000 meters. Results are further improved using large numbers forming 

arrays of detectors.  

KEYWORDS: Random Vibration, Newton-Raphson Techniques, Signals-Cross Correlation Techniques, Propagation 

of Sound Waves, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).  

INTRODUCTION   

The source of randomness can vary from surface randomness in vehicle motion and environmental changes, such as 

earthquakes or wind exciting high rise buildings or wave motions at sea exciting offshore structures or ships, to 

electric or acoustic noise exciting mechanical structures. Given the large number of practical situations in which the 

teachings of the paper find applicability, building vibrations when exposed to seismic movements, vibrations of the 

wheels of a car in traffic conditions, [1].  Pang, et al, shown a new design method for small point Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) processor that was proposed in order to satisfy the increased demands for low resource and power 

consumption in addition to high real-time performance in communication and control systems [2]. Albert, et al, 

studied a comprehensive comparison of the time series (TS) and RVTbased site-response techniques that was 

performed for a range of site conditions (i.e., shallow soil to very deep soil) and over a range of input intensities that 

induce different levels of nonlinearity [3]. The site conditions and input intensities used in the comparisons were 

selected to span the range of site conditions for which site-response analyses were  performed. Margarita, et al, shown 

the  further understand the potential differences in the results from RVT and time-histories based approaches by 

performing a comprehensive numerical evaluation that takes into account the effect of the input intensity level, input 

spectral shape, site conditions, and the methodology used to produce the input FAS [3]. Kim, shown  the necessity of 

a sine-on-random test for a ground vehicle component that was investigated for the case where the component of 

interest was exposed to multi-pattern excitation that includes both harmonic and random patterns [4]. Several vehicle 

components belonging to those spectral loading cases, such as electronic devices on a combustion engine, powertrain, 

and chassis frame, were sub-components of the driving motor system for hybrid vehicles. Three different excitation 

modes were applied in the uniaxial excitation test of a notched simple specimen: the conventional random test, 

harmonic test, and sine-on-random test.  Chi and Montejo, studied the dynamic site response was usually implemented 

using an equivalent-linear approach through analyses based on time-histories or random vibration theory (RVT) [5]. 

In the RVT approach the input motion was characterized in the frequency domain by means of Fourier Amplitude 
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Spectra (FAS) or power spectral densities so that the need for selecting/ developing multiple suitable time-histories 

is avoided. Nevertheless, past studies have found that RVT may produce results that differ significantly from 

empirically determined site amplification functions and from the time history approach. The main objective of this 

research is recognition of the position (bearing) and distance source of random vibration in elastic media and  includes 

the estimation of location and track. A number of receivers separated by varying distances are used for this purpose 

and the output of each pair of receivers are compared and analyzed. Due to the presence of a random signals-cross 

correlation techniques must be used for finding time delay and time shift data . Cross correlation data should be 

processed first to find the point of maximum correlation. Numerical minimization techniques are used to determine 

these values  the location may then be found from bearing data Newton-Raphson techniques are needed for solving 

the resulting algebraic equations for the source location.   

EQUATIONS FOR THE PROPAGATION OF SOUND WAVES   

Elastic waves are oscillatory motions of small amplitude in an elastic media which could be solid or fluid. Sound 

waves are elastic waves having their frequency in the auditory range. At each point sound waves cause alternate 

compression and rarefaction if the medium is a fluid. In a solid, alternate compression and tension occur. These may 

be along or transverse to the wave direction,[6].  

     The continuity and momentum equations may be used to develop the wave equation for the propagation of sound 

in elastic media.   

 

In the earth atmosphere, we have gradients of temperature, density and magnetic field which can affect wave 

propagation. The global cutoff frequencies obtained with the assumption of the isothermal atmosphere is replaced by 

local cutoff frequencies. Which correctly accounts for the gradients of temperature in the earth atmosphere, [8] and 

[9].  

VIBRATION ANALYSIS IN THE TIME DOMAIN  

While testing in the time domain (acceleration/vibration amplitude plotted against time) for vibration data, the work 

is restricted to a small number of parameters in calculating the vibration profile strength: peak-to-peak value, root 

mean square (RMS) and amplitude, [10].    

  

Vibration is an oscillating motion about an equilibrium position  so most vibration analysis has to find  the rate of the 

frequency.  Determination the vibration frequency in simple sine waves can be obtained by looking at the waveform 

in the time domain. Spectrum analysis has to be performed  to get a clearer picture of the vibration frequency as many 

frequency components and noise have been added, [11].  

FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM (FFT)  

Waveform is the sum of a series of simple sinusoids of various frequencies, amplitudes, and phases.  A Fourier series 

is that series of sine waves; and we use Fourier analysis to deconstruct a signal into its individual sine wave 

components.  The outcome is acceleration/vibration amplitude as a function of frequency, which lets us perform 

analysis in the frequency domain  to gain a deeper understanding of our vibration form. Most vibration analysis will 

typically be done in the frequency domain,[12].  

DETECTOR ARRANGEMENTS  

If the signal (wave) of a single source of sound is recorded at three different positions, the bearing and location of the 

source can be determined as explained below. The detectors may all be on one line or arranged on a triangle. In every 
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case the time delay between one detector and the other must be determined. These are 1 and 2. This may be 

achieved by the cross correlation techniques, [12].  

 The Linear Triad Detectors   

Figure (1) shows three receivers in line r1,r0,r2 and a single source at )S(. The distances forms to the receivers are 

R1,Ro,R2.   

 

Figure 1. The Linear Triad Detectors 

     

 

These relations can be reduced to three equation in three unknown angles choosing β1,β2, θ 

as the unknowns mainly as these angles are large compared the others and expected to 

produce better accuracy. Also, noting that 
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NON-LINEAR TRIALS   

The three detection receivers need not lie on a straight line. In this case they from a triangle whose apex is forward 

(convex arrangement) or backward (concave or negative convex). The analysis in this case should be modified as 

given below. Refereeing to Figures 2  and 3.    

 

Figure 2. The Convex Triad Detectors  
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Figure 3. The Concave Triad Detectors 

 

DETECTOR ARRAYS   

For better accuracy in location and bearing and track estimation of a source of   a source of a random noise, arrays of 

detectors can be used in different arrangements.   
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These are;  

i-Straight line (linear triad) arrays.    

ii - Convex triad arrays.  

iii-Concave triad arrays.  

iv-Mixed (convex and concave) arrays.  

Figure (4) give details of the different array types. In the linear array, all receivers are located along a straight line 

and the signals received by each pair are compared and the delay time is determined.  

 

From each two values of delay time, the source position can be determined as given in the linear triad detectors. The 

error in position of the source can be reduced by averaging the collection of results obtained from all the different 

pairs. Statistical methods may be used here to estimate the error involved. The array may be formed of detectors not 

on line. In this case each three can be identified to from a convex or concave arrangement. An array can be made of 

all convex all concave or a mix of the two.   

 

Figure 4. Array of Detectors 

CALCULATION AND RESULTS  

Proposed Test Method   

The method chosen for testing the various receiver arrangements is discussed here. At first a point is assumed to exist 

at a certain known source position S (x,y). This will be termed "the actual position". This source will radiate sound 

at a certain frequency and amplitude. The pressure field due to this source at any position large compared to the sound 

wavelength can be calculated. In particular we are interested in the field value at the receiver position. Since three 

receivers are the minimum required for source localization, the positions of these are given as r1 ,r0 ,r2. These values 

can be calculated as;   
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Where: (Te) is the temperature of ambient air and (CO) is the speed of sound at standard conditions.  

 

The bearing and location are calculated using the above equations together with the known position of the three 

receivers and the predicted values of the excess distances E1, E2. The predicted values of xs and ys can now be 

compared with the exact values and resulting errors determined. The above process can be repeated for different 

frequencies and different source locations and a map may be drawn comparing actual (exact/assumed) and predicted 

source positions for a certain fixed choice of receivers. Then assumed that if the prediction errors remained small for 

a range of frequencies, the source single can be allowed to have any random choice of frequencies in this range. Also 

if the errors remained reasonable over a range of source distance and bearing angles, then the detector is capable of 
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predicting the source position with a similar accuracy at any randomly chosen point inside this range of distances and 

bearing angles.  

Numerical Calculations   

Subroutine Ground  

In this subroutine information are given about the “ground” i.e the actual (exact)     position of the source. The type 

of signal radiated by this source and the type of media effects experienced by the signal before reaching the set of 

receivers are all given as input data. The actual position   and nature of the receivers are also given.  

The subroutine uses this information to calculate the various distances and angles, such values are considered as exact 

values and all predictions are to be compared with these exact values.  

Subroutine Pressure   

This subroutine uses to calculate the sound pressure level taking into account the media effects as received by the 

assumed set of receivers. It is given as a discrete function of time. i.e. the pressure signal is calculated in the discrete 

time domain. Any additional factor affecting the pressure field must be included here too. The number of time 

divisions triad is this work  were between 16 and 100 time steps per cycle. The number 100-200 was found quite 

adequate. Up to 900 points were also tested.   

Subroutine Correlation   

This subroutine carries out of the shift-multiply and sum operations required on the discrete sound  signal received 

by pair of receivers. The maximum value of the cross- correlation curve corresponds  to the over all time delay 

(difference) between the two signals. An additional subroutine named “ QUADMIN” is called here to find this 

maximum value.  

Subroutine LD  

This subroutine uses the results of the cross-correlation subroutine in order to calculate the bearing and location of 

the sound source relative to the receiver geometry assuming the large distance approximation. These predictions are 

then compared with the actual source bearing and location and the errors are calculated.  

Flow Chart  

The flow chart for the calculation procedure is shown Figure (5). It contains  the subroutines discussed above in 

addition to counters and error control statements. The calculation procedure is repeated for every triad of receivers 

for the case of receiver arrays. The error in this case is calculated for the average source position and location also 

contains provision for repeating the whole process after a certain period of time has elapsed in order to obtain new 

bearing and location values from which the source radial and tangential velocities are obtained. Due the lack of time, 

such provisions were not used.  
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Figure 5. Flowchart for Cross-Correlation of Received Signals  

Results for a Single Triad   

In this part, a set of three receivers is used to recognize a source at a large distance compared to that between the 

receiver positions. Errors of predictions are then calculated for each assumed source position for the cases of linear, 

concave and convex triads. In each case the predictions give the values of the excess distances E1, E2 which are then 

compared with the actual values of these variables . The error in each case is:   

 

In a similar fashion, e2 (error in E2) can be determined. Using these values of E1 and E2 the predicted source position 

Xs,Ys can be calculated as given earlier in section 5.1 these are compared with the actual source co-ordinates. The 

error in each co-ordinate can be calculated as above and the final error in source position is obtained.  

  

Start   

Read P r (1) ,P r (0) ,P r (2)   

IE=1,2   

IE=1;  P r (1) *P r (0)   

IE=2;  P r *P (0) r (2)   

Run Cross ( - Correlation Twice)   

  

IT=1,NI   

IT No. of Time  Division   

Main Signal   

  

ITT=1,NI   

Shifted Signal   

  

IF   

ITT 0                                        

  

                                                                                           ITT=ITT+NI+I    

Put  P x = ) PR(IE,I   

PUT P y PR(IE+1,ITT ) =   

( Choose  Cross - Correlation Pair)   

  

  

Multiply   

Pxy(IE,IT)=Pr(IE,IT)*Pr(IE+1,LTT)   

  

SUM P xy  ( Print 
  Results)   

  

End   
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DISCUSSION  

The Solution procedure   

In this section the solution procedure is discussed and few of the problems that had to be overcome are pointed out.  

One problems faced early in this work is that of accuracy. The large number of calculations required and the small 

angles involved and the tight accuracy required made it necessary that all calculations should be conducted in double 

precision mode. In particular all trigonometric and inverse trigonometric functions must be in double precision, 

otherwise errors grow ten folds or more. It was also noted that the errors in bearing angles are always smaller than 

errors in location predictions. This is mainly caused by errors in calculating distances using trigonometric functions 

even in the double precision mode. Therefore, in calculating distances; formulae should be chosen that require the 

smallest number of trigonometric function evaluations. It is common in all works to use complex phasers to represent 

wave harmonics. The crosscorrelation routines all work on the real time signals and it is therefore necessary to extract 

the real time-dependent signal from the complex phasor representation. For this different authors use different 

conventions. Assuming that the r.m.s of the real signal is equal to the r.m.s value of the phasor signal then the real 

time signals become the real and  imaginary parts of the complex phaser multiplied by  2 . The last factor was 

dropped however at it effect the whole correlation curve and does not have bearing on the delay time (  ) which is 

the quantity of interest.  

Results and error  

Sample output of the computer  calculations is given in Tables (1a) and (1b),  prediction of source location and bearing 

in Figures (6-13) there exists one similar Tables (1a) and (1b) for each one of figures , but those were not given for 

brevity and also it is believed that results in the form of figures are easier to explain and quicker to disseminate. The 

values in Tables (1a) and (1b) show that the results for a single straight set of receivers (straight triad). Predictions of 

the actual source position are quite acceptable for source location from 1000 to 90000 meters, and bearing angles 

subtending nearly 80o to the left and right of the outward normal from the receiver line. Beyond these ranges the 

error becomes unacceptable. Also it is noted that the error in prediction increase slightly at regions very near and very 

far from the receiver set and the error is lowest at some of the middle ranges. It should be mentioned however that 

these are only averaged error figures for each constant radial distance and as such are much affected by the large 

errors at the two ends of the bearing interval which is large at some occasions: a more informative value for the error 

is obtained by comparing the actual and predicted source positions at each source location. These show that errors at 

small bearing angles are always less than those at large bearing angles. This result is expected as “looking “ angle 

becomes uncomfortable at large distances or bearing angles. The main reason for large errors is  the appearance of 

very small angles which cause errors when their trigonometric functions are calculated. As the radial distance from 

the receiver increase, errors also increase , which is also caused by the appearance of small angles caused by large 

source distance . The ability to predict the location at large distances may be improved using a non-linear set receivers 

(non-linear triad). Figures (8 and 9) show that some improvement over a small part of the range using convex triads 

of small convexity. Better improvement is possible using concave triad as shown in Figures (10 and 11), concave 

triads seem to work better at larger bearing angles while a convex triad works better at small near zero bearing angles. 

Prediction errors are further reduced when more than one set detectors is used at the same time forming an array of 

detectors. Such an array could be formed of linear sets, concave or convex sets of receivers or it could be formed of 

a mix of concave and convex triads. The mixed array seems to offer the best hope at both small and large distances. 

The result expected as the mixture of concave and  convex triads  insure that theater is covered more uniformly.  

Results for Array Receivers 

When more than one detector is used, the ability to predict source bearing and location is improved. The results for 

this case are given in Figures (12-15). For an array of linear triads, the results are given in Figure (12) for source 

distances 0-10Km and array half length of 1.7Km containing 4 triads. Figure (13) give results for the source 
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parameters using convex triads CVR=0.3. Figure (13) give similar predictions for concave units with CVR=-0.3. To 

combine the advantages of concave and convex triads an array of convex, concave triads is tested. The results are 

shown in Figure (13) when convexity ration is + 0.3 and a total of nine receivers.   

CONCLUSIONS  

Concluding remarks are given in this work about the prediction procedure and results. these are:  

1- The present prediction method is successful in predicting the bearing and location for a stationary or slowly distant 

moving sources of random noise in the auditory band of frequencies. The medium in which sound travels was assumed 

homogeneous open free half space of an elastic medium. The receivers used are non-directional point microphones in 

a single or multiple group of three (triads).  

2- Three receivers are the minimum number needed for full recognition. These could be on a straight line or dispersed 

in the form of triangles with the apex in the source direction (convex triad) or away from the (concave triad). The non-

linear triad offers the advantage of complete freedom in not having to place the detectors in specified fixed positions 

as in the case of linear triads. The capability of detection is good in the range of 0-10,000 meters and more. The 

looking angle is narrow and does not exceed 90o keeping the same tight accuracy  

3- The predictions method is suitable without large modification for over ground underground or underwater 

applications. The appropriate attenuation coefficients must be included for each case.  

Tables 1. (a and b) Typical Prediction Results For A Linear Triad Receiver Coordinates: XR= (0,0,0)   YR= 

(450,250,0) Source Frequency f=10 Hz  

Table (1a) 

Actual    Cross  Geom.   Predi cted   Actual  

Xs, Ys  E1  E2   E1  E2    Ro  Ro  

1000, 0  71.308  -24.981   71.585  -25.000  1044  1025  

1000,100  51.529  -2.605   51.698  -2.794  1020  1007  

1000,300  8.323  41.119   8.378  41.222  1019  1002  

1000,500  -35.914  80.677   -35.874  80.910  1057  1037  

5000, 0  15.094  -5.205   15.149  -5.059  5183  5005  

5000,100  10.410  -5.205   10.672  -5.623  5190  5001  

5000,300  1.561  8.328   1.687  8.429  5192  5000  

5000,500  -7.287  17.176   -7.306  17.381  5178  5007  

7500, 0  9.889  -3.123   10.113  -3.374  7586  7503  

7500,100  7.287  -0.520   7.120  -0.374  7590  7501  

7500,300  1.041  5.725   1.124  5.622  7592  7500  

7500,500  -4.680  11.450   -4.873  11.608  7583  7505  

Table (1b) 

Actual   Predicted  ER%  Bearing Error 

ETH (Radian)  

Exy%  

Xs, Ys  Xs   Ys  

1000, 0  1020   0.0223  0.0185  0.0105  0.0200  

1000,100  1013   101  0.0129  0.0109  0.0164  

1000,300  1016   299  0.0169  0.0162  0.0163  

1000,500  1020   500.4  0.0192  0.0194  0.0200  

5000, 0  5177   -8.860  0.0355  0.0312  0.0345  

5000,100  5189   98.886  0.0377  0.0323  0.0393  

5000,300  5191   303  0.0383  0.0324  0.0395  
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5000,500  5170   506  0.034  0.030  0.0360  

7500, 0  7583   5.59  0.0111  0.011  0.0110  

7500,100  7589   100  0.0119  0.011  0.0118  

7500,300  7591   304  0.0122  0.011  0.0180  

7500,500  7578   497  0.0104  0.0094  0.0120  

  

 

Figure 6. Pressure Received at Three Detectors 

 

Figure 7. New Functions From Cross-Correlation   
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Figure 8. Comparisons Between Actual and Predicted Source Positions-Single Set of Receivers- Convex Detector-

Small Convex Ratio  

 

Figure 9. Comparisons Between Actual and Predicted Source Positions-Single Set of Receivers- Convex Detector-

Large Convex Ratio 
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Figure 10. Comparisons Between Actual and Predicted Source Single Set of Receivers- Concave Detector-Small 

Concave Ratio  

 

Figure 11. Comparisons Between Actual and Predicted Source Single  Set of Receivers- Concave Detector Large 

Concave Ratio 
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Figure 12. Comparisons Between Actual and Predicted Source Positions-Array Sets Linear of Receivers 

 

Figure 13. Comparisons Between Actual and Predicted Source Positions-Array Sets of Convex Receivers 
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Figure 14. Comparisons Between Actual and Predicted Source Positions-Array Sets of Concave Receivers 

 

Figure 15. Comparisons Between Actual and Predicted Source Positions-Array of Mixed Receivers Set 
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